
55Finish: RAL 2000 RAL 3000 RAL 5012 RAL 6011 RAL 7005

Manufactured to your container specification.KGM with adjustable dumping brake

TIPPING EQUIPMENT TYPE KGM

Dimensions
in mm (l x w x h)

Tilting angle
in degrees

Max. load 
capacity in kg

Weight
in kg

KG-A 1845 x 1160 x 1020 135 500 200
KG-B 1845 x 1160 x 1020 135 500 195
KG-C 1845 x 1160 x 1020 160 500 160
KM 1845 x 1370 x    960 135 600 177

Fork sleeve inside dimensions in mm

A B C
 KG /KM 115 200 60

KG-A

The KM is an indispensable aid for transport- 
ing, emptying and cleaning large volume 
wheelie bins (1100 litres with 4 wheels) and 
manufactured to DIN EN 840-3 

 � sturdy frame with fork sleeves and tipping 
mechanism

 � can be secured to prevent slipping 

 � 2 bolts (for steel bins) 2 folding fixing arms  
(for plastic bins) secure the bins during emptying

 � a steel cable holds the lid open

 � emptied hydraulically, operated by the forklift 
hydraulic system; operating pressure: min. 130 bars

 � controlled movement (forwards and backwards)

 � stepless capacity regulation valve controls emptying 
speed

 � fixture to hook up hydraulic hoses,  
steel cable and safety chain

 � finish galvanised

Easy to use with any forklift truck 

 � mechanical

 � can be emptied at any height by cable operated 
from the driver‘s seat

 � easily attached to the forklift; immediately ready 
for operation

 � can be secured to prevent slipping

Accessories

 � adjustable dumping brake

For transporting, emptying and cleaning 
Euro pallet cages manufactured  
to DIN 15155 

 � similar to type KM, except that the  
pallet cage is securely locked in position by a 
clamping fixture 

 � finish galvanised

Types available

KG-A
 � emptied hydraulically (operated by the forklift  

hydraulic system)

KG-B
 � emptied manually; fitted with an adjustable  

dumping brake

KG-C
 � emptied manually

KIPPOMAT TYPE KG / KM 

KM


